ADDENDUM NO. 2

to the

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, SPECIFICATIONS and DRAWINGS

for

DPW Project No. 19268
Campus Drive & Pedestrian Mall Improvements
University of Idaho

March 27, 2020

All bidders shall acknowledge receipt of this addendum by indicating the number (2) on the BID PROPOSAL under: “Bidder acknowledges receipt of Addenda”.

All changes, corrections, deletions, and/or additions to the initial bidding documents enumerated herein shall be included in the Bidder’s Proposal. In case of any conflict between the drawings, specifications, and this Addendum, this Addendum shall govern.

GENERAL NOTES/CLARIFICATIONS TO THE DRAWINGS:

Drawing E1.1.0

1. Add the following sentence to sheet note N5: Pilaster lights are Alternate No. 1. If Alternate No. 1 is not selected, route conduit and conductors directly to the type S1 luminaire on the North side of the walkway.

2. Add the following General Circuiting Note 3: Extend existing conduit between all three raceway segments indicated and provide new conductors to join all luminaires together for common control.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 2

Prepared by Bernardo Wills Architects.